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“Discovering bits and pieces of peculiar, idiosyncratic importance in the ordinary metropolitan
landscape scrapes away the deep veneer of programmed learning that over-lies and smothers the selfdirected learning of childhood and adolescence. Making some idiosyncratic pattern of the bits and
pieces shatters the veneer and enables the walker or bicyclist to navigate according to landmarks and
inklings and constellations wholly personal….The exploring, discovering walker or bicyclist creates a
personal whole, realizes the relations of railroad rights-of-ways and telephone poles, of wholesale
grocery warehouses and mom-and-pop grocery stores, of political edges versus edges of watershed.
Nothing profound, nothing earth shattering, but everything fitting into a private worldview.”1
Get out now. Not just outside, but beyond the trap of the trap of the programmed electronic age so
gently closing in around so many people…Go outside, move deliberately, then relax, slow down, look
around.”2

* All photos taken by the author unless otherwise noted.
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The Wasson Way bike and pedestrian pathway project currently underway in Cincinnati, Ohio
provides a wonderful, and as of yet unrealized, opportunity to enhance neighborhoods and the pathway’s
user experience with place-based public history, art or cultural installations and way-finding. At present,
the Wasson Way project proposes a bicycle and pedestrian (bike/ped) trail, with possible expansion to
include light rail service in the future, along an unused 6.5 mile length of railroad tracks owned by the
Norfolk Southern Railroad, last used in 2009.3 The path moves from Xavier University and Evanston,
through Hyde Park, Oakley, Ault Park, Fairfax and Mariemont,4 yet there are no current plans to help
connect users to the history, culture and neighborhoods they will pass through as they bike, walk, or run
the trail. This paper will explore what could be done to take advantage of this opportunity by discussing
why capitalizing on historical and cultural resources would be beneficial to the trail and its users,
presenting potential design elements, examining similar programs in Cincinnati and elsewhere, making a
case for a collaborative research method, and briefly exploring possible funding options. It will attempt
to balance theoretical concepts with practical how-tos and case studies, and will begin with a brief
exploration of the benefits of public history.
Some people might wonder why history should be included in what is clearly designed to be a
transportation and recreation facility. This paper will argue that casual opportunities to explore history,
especially history linked to physical places, will enhance a trail user’s connection to those places (and
therefore to the trail), and enhance their lives in much more significant ways. The study of history has
innumerable tangible benefits in understanding our culture, helping us make more informed decisions,
and contextualizing events in the present by linking them to the past, but the most powerful benefit may
be completely unmeasurable. History, and especially local history, creates an important sense of
emotional connection and grounding often so elusive in our fast-paced modern world.
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Beyond the serious importance of examining the past of our immediate world to extend
memory, understand the contemporary situation, sharpen social, political, and economic
generalizations, or facilitate intelligent policy making, nearby history has a further
intangible appeal which may be its most notable quality. The emotional rewards of
learning about a past which has plainly and directly affected one’s own life cannot be
duplicated by any other type of historical inquiry….It can be satisfying to feel oneself
part of something larger and more lasting than the moment, something that stretches both
backward and forward in time.5
The sense rootedness or continuity through time offered by the study of history gives us a sense
that we belong—that we are connected to this place. Adding an historical component to the
design of Wasson Way offers an opportunity for just this type of exhilarating connectedness.
Creating an historical experience for trail users transforms the trail from merely a way to connect
physical places in space, to also a way to connect through time.
How could Wasson Way take advantage of this opportunity most fully? This paper
proposes a three-tiered program of interpretive signage to be developed through a community
history workshop process. Each type of signage would help trail users to answer one of the
questions, Where am I?, Who or what else is here?, Who or what else has been here? This threetiered system is designed to give trail users a sense of themselves in space and time such that they
can orient themselves to the changes they will experience as they travel spatially along the trail
and as they travel temporally through the history of the places along it. Such signage will also
add value to the trail and help users respect and care for it as, “Americans attach values to the
environments they associate with their past.”6
Where Am I? As any American highway driver knows, it is difficult to orient yourself
when using a dedicated transportation right of way. The first step in orienting Wasson Way users
would be to simply let them know where they are by providing the names of the neighborhoods
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or districts they pass through via pass-through archways at the entry of each new neighborhood or
zone throughout the trail. Each archway would display the name of the neighborhood or district
and possibly a founding date. If the Wasson Way trail is merely a bicycle and pedestrian trail,
these archways would span the narrow bike/ped trail, however if the light rail was included in the
trail, a much larger archway could be used to accommodate trains and bike/ped users. Examples
of each type of archway can be found in Cincinnati’s Short Vine district.

A simple archway like this one could be used to inform cyclists and pedestrians of their whereabouts.

A larger arch like this one could be used to accommodate rail.

Who and what else is here? This question would be answered by a program of simple
way-finding signage designed to point trail users to important sites near the trail’s edge. These
locations could range from bathrooms and bicycle maintenance areas to restaurants and shopping,
to cultural, educational and artistic sites. These signs should be developed through a
collaborative process with as many trail stakeholders as possible to be sure that many levels of
linkages (service, economic, cultural) are included. The signs might look something like the mile
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markers seen throughout Cincinnati’s Northside neighborhood or way-finding signage on the
Ohio River Trail in Columbia Tusculum.

Way-finding signage on Wasson Way could be as simple as these small signs in Northside.
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Way-finding signage could also be more comprehensive like this sign on the Ohio River Trail in Columbia
Tusculum.

What or who else has been here? This question should be answered with more complex
and interpretive signage or public art. Large panels or other interpretive forms featuring text and
images can highlight important historical people, places, and events that have a connection to the
trail and the neighborhoods it passes through. These materials should be generated through a
neighborhood workshop process with the help of trained historians (to be discussed more fully
later). These installations could take the form of didactic panels, public art installations, or multiuse installations such as bike racks or benches which also communicate historic or cultural
information. Examples of this type of signage can be found on the Mill Creek Greenway, Ohio
River Trail, Newport’s River Walk, and Cincinnati’s Sawyer Point Park.
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This signage panel along the Mill Creek Greenway Trail near Spring Grove Avenue provides a model for Wasson Way.

This panel highlights the railroad history of the Ohio River Trail in Columbia Tusculum which sits on a converted rail
line much like Wasson Way.
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This weather vane is one of a series which use symbols to tell the Newport’s early history along the Newport, KY
riverwalk. Wasson Way could use public art installations like this to tell its history.

This stair railing at Cincinnati’s Sawyer Point Park is a form of public art which uses a historical motif (the serpent from the
Great Serpent Mound in Adams County) for a practical purpose.

Beyond the examples cited and illustrated above, there are numerous successful interpreted
bike/ped heritage trails throughout the country. One useful example is a section of the Ohio River Trail
right here in Cincinnati. Other useful urban models for the Wasson Way project are the Three Rivers
Heritage Trail in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania and the Alexandria Heritage Trail in Alexandria, Virginia.
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The Ohio River Trail is an unfinished bike/ped trail designed to stretch from Lunken airport to
downtown Cincinnati as a part of the longer (320 mile) Ohio to Erie Trail. This larger trail should be
nearing completion as it was reported 78% finished in 2011.7 The portion of the Ohio River Trail with
interpretive signage is known as Wilmer to Carrel in in Columbia Tusculum. In this section of the trail,
the City of Cincinnati inherited an abandoned rail transfer station when they took over the rail right of
way for the trail. When faced with this piece of rail infrastructure, Cincinnati’s City Planning Department
found it “an easy choice to use the station to bring richness to the trail, rather than tearing it down.”8 The
city was able to find necessary funds within the project budget to pay for the rehabilitation of the station,
the installation of historic signage, decorative paving, and a decorative name panel on the station itself. 9
A recent Cincinnati Enquirer story on the project reported,

a once crumbling and abandoned rail freight terminal has been reclaimed as a relic of
Cincinnati’s early history. Brought beautifully back to life, Carrel Street Station beckons
the visitor to enter a new section of the Ohio River Trail, near the intersection of Carrel
Street and Kellogg Avenue in the Columbia-Tusculum neighborhood of Cincinnati. Steel
beams now form the backdrop for a gallery of informational placards detailing the stories
of the pioneers in Columbia, a settlement which predated Cincinnati. Other placards tell
the history of Cincinnati’s early railroads, so important in building the growing city. 10
The creativity and resourcefulness shown by the City Planning Department in this situation demonstrates
the City’s interest in saving and interpreting historic resources for trail users.
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The Carrel Street Station was reused as a part of the Ohio River Trail. Note the large decorative panel at the base of the structure.
Inside the structre houses six historical panels (one was pictured previously).

Decorative paving marks and names the Carrel Street station in Columbia Tusculum.

The award winning Three Rivers Heritage Trail is a 24-mile urban trail system with “segments on
both banks of Pittsburgh’s three rivers with access to city neighborhoods, business districts, and local
attractions.”11 The trail is used by both recreational users and bicycle commuters. According to its
website, “the Three Rivers Heritage Trail highlights Pittsburgh’s history through the use of interpretive
signage. Along the trail, signs call attention to significant places, historical events, and native wildlife.”12
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Because the trail also connects Pittsburgh to other regional trail systems, these signs serve a wide range of
users throughout the region. The trail’s non-profit affinity organization, Friends of the Riverfront,
provides a heritage trail map and guide with an interactive version available on their website.

Like the Three Rivers Trail, the Alexandria Heritage Trail promotes history in multiple ways
including an 80-page trail guidebook, internet guide, bikeways map, and trail signage.13 The Alexandria
trail, coordinated by the Alexandria Archaeology Museum of the City of Alexandria, Virginia, focuses
attention on sites of archeological importance throughout the 23 mile urban trail, but highlights a variety
of historical topics, including life in a much-loved African American neighborhood.14 The Arlington
Trail’s signage was funded by the National Trust for Historic Preservation and the Ford Foundation.15 All
the trail’s heritage signs are also available online, further expanding their reach. One of the Museum’s key
strategies for collecting historical resources is a local oral history initiative which allows them to mine the
memories of a diverse group of long-time local residents. The museum views the trail, and especially its
signage program, as a work in progress, always open to reinterpretation and growth.16
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With all these examples of trail ways and recreational facilities with successful historical
interpretation, why hasn’t this become a part of the plan for Wasson Way? The simple answer to this is
just that planning for the trail has been more acquisition and design oriented than focused on the user
experience. This author would argue that this approach is short sighted and that a more thoughtful
approach to the user’s experience, and community involvement in generating that experience would help
with the current business of “selling” the trail to a varied group of stakeholders. In his book, Bowling
Alone: The Collapse and Revival of American Community, public policy expert Robert Putnam wrote,
“social capital turns out to have forceful, even quantifiable effects on many different aspects of our lives.
What is at stake is not merely warm, cuddly feelings or frissons of community pride. [There is] hard
evidence that our schools and neighborhoods don’t work so well when community bonds slacken, that our
economy, our democracy, and even our health and happiness depend on adequate stocks of social
capital.”17 By creating spaces and means for members of communities served by the trail to build social
capital, both within existing groups (bonding) and across groups (bridging), the trail can significantly
enhance its contribution to the city. By using signage to let users know where they are and what resources
are nearby, Wasson Way will encourage many forms of community involvement, but the most significant
gains in social capital will be developed through the creation and use of the trail’s historical panels or art.
There are at least three distinct constituencies who stand to benefit from the exploration of history
and culture on and around the Wasson Way trail. These are casual users, children, and those who come
together to generate the information provided on the trail. Obviously, all trail signage will be available for
all casual trail users to read and enjoy thus allowing them to expand their historical understanding of and
connection to the communities around the trail. For this user group signage design and placement will
need to be carefully considered so that the larger interpretive signs are placed near natural stopping or
starting points where dismounted cyclists could take advantage of them. Next, these signs and the places
they highlight will hopefully become a resource for all manner of youth programming from school trips to
17
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scouting adventures. Ideally teachers would be able to use the resources provided by the trail’s signage to
enhance and inform school curricula, especially in the fourth and eighth grades when city and state
history is taught. There are numerous successful examples of place-based experiential history and
education programs which could serve as models for a Wasson Way curriculum, thought a detailed
discussion of these is beyond the scope of this paper. Children might also be included in the third group
of potential trail interpretation beneficiaries.
It is those who actually participate in the creation of the historical panels who are likely to benefit
most greatly. In the introduction to her exploration of the power of place, urbanist Delores Hayden
writes, “the social history of urban space may lead to public history and public art, and may enlarge the
practice of urban preservation and the writing of urban history by introducing new perspectives.”18 She
believes that including multiple perspectives and opening historical interpretation to multiple users will
enhance the field of urban history. Additionally, it will enhance, however subtly, the lives of the people
who use and create interpretive material on the trail. Local history expert David Kyvig says as much
when he writes, “every person’s world has a history which is useful, exciting, and possible to explore.”19
In addition, participants in the Wasson Way history workshops will build social capital by participating in
the collaborative material generation process and emerge with an enhanced sense of ownership in the
trail.
The Wasson Way trail passes through several distinct districts. Urban planner Kevin Lynch
defines districts as “relatively large city areas which the observer can mentally go inside of”20 and says,
”the physical characteristics that determine districts are thematic continuities which may consist of an
endless variety of components: texture, space, form, detail, symbol, building type, use, activity,
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inhabitants, degree of maintenance, topography.”21 In the case of Wasson Way, districts might include
Xavier University, Evanston, Withrow High School, Rookwood Commons, Wasson, Hyde Park Plaza,
Alt Park, Farifax, and Marimont, but also the definition of these districts would be open to community
stake holders. As an outsider it may be difficult to see distinct districts within more familiar political
boundaries. In order for the citizens of each of these districts to feel connected to the trail, to have control
over the ways in which their district is represented to trail users, and to share their wealth of knowledge
about the district in which they live or work, these local citizens need to be empowered to create the
historical signage or art on the trail. In order to accomplish this huge organizational task, trail organizers
should model their process from one of several history workshop programs which have been used in
Cincinnati and around the country.
Urbanist and historian Delores Hayden devotes chapter seven of her book, The Power of Place to
the story of a collaborative public history project designed to commemorate the homestead of African
American midwife and pioneer Biddy Mason which has once stood at 331 Spring Street in Los Angeles.
Over many months in 1986 and 1987 members of the local African American community met together
with Hayden and a group of historians and artists to design ways to bring the forgotten heritage of this
urban place to the neighborhood. Workshops were held at UCLA and sponsored by Hayden’s
organization, The Power of Place. In the end four different works of art and a published article emerged
from the process, but the most substantial was an outdoor public memory wall which incorporated
images, documents and textures to tell Biddy Mason’s life story. In recalling the opening of the Biddy
Mason wall Hayden wrote,
This small space devoted to history encouraged a viewer to contemplate change on
Spring Street in both space and time. All of us on the team hoped for an audience wider
than a museum or university could provide. The opening day ceremonies were attended
by a large , enthusiastic gathering including…several of Biddy Mason’s descendants.
Sheila de Brettville’s wall proved especially successful in drawing citizens to claim the
history as their own. Youngsters ran their hands along the wagon wheels pressed into the
21
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wall or traced the shapes of the midwife’s bag, the scissors, and the spools of thread.
Teenagers deciphered the historic maps and puzzled over the old fashioned handwriting
on the freedom papers…Today, long after the meetings and the legal negotiations are
over, the wall remains a new public place, one that connects the life of a remarkable
woman with family history, community history, and the city’s urban landscape changing
over time.22
Though this installation was the work of a professional artist informed by the work of
professional historians, it was the neighborhood workshop process that brought life to Biddy
Mason’s story and revived Mason’s history for future generations.
In a project similar to Hayden’s, historian David Glassberg used a public meeting format to
explore three towns in Western Massachusetts in 1991. Though Glassman’s work did not result in a
public history installation as Hayden’s did, working in this way helped Glassman to discover important
truths about history and memory. He wrote, “to the residents of Northfield, the special character of where
they lived existed not only in the early nineteenth-century houses that stood in the historic district in the
town center but also in their memories of cherished sites from childhood that had been lost within their
lifetimes.”23 And in the town of Wilbraham he found that. “local residents believed that they had the
strong sense of community they associated with a traditional New England town, while those of us from
outside of Wilbraham were unwilling to believe that such a sense of community could exist in a sprawling
postwar commuter suburb lacking a concentrated pattern of settlement.”24 In both cases, Glassberg’s
work illustrates that outsiders are often unable to know or communicate some of a district’s most defining
characteristics.
It was with this idea in mind that Cincinnati historian Dan Hurley designed the Cincinnati
Neighborhood Studies Project in the late 1970s. Under the auspices of the Cincinnati Historical Society
(CHS), Hurley wrote grants in 1978 and 1979 to “help neighborhoods collect and tell their own stories.”25
These grants resulted in over $600,000 for the project from the National Endowment for the Humanities
22
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and other small sources which allowed CHS staff to work with 25 communities over six years. In the end
each community generated either a publication or traveling exhibition to tell their neighborhood’s history
to a wide audience. Hurley estimated that each neighborhood spent six to eight months working together
with the team to create their public history products. When asked how workshop participants were
recruited Hurley emphasized the importance of casting a wide net noting that local historical groups are
often more about “remembering the past as we wish it had been,”26 than providing accurate account of the
past. Instead he stressed the importance of reaching out to community councils, churches and other
community organizations for participants.27 Hurley’s Cincinnati Neighborhood Studies Project was
community-based history at its best.--the program was well funded, benefitted from up to three full-time
staffers at CHS, and allowed ample time for each community fully collaborate in bringing Hurley’s
project goals to life by creating “history from the bottom up” facilitating “people telling their own
stories.”28 Yet, even when conditions are less than this ideal, much can be done to create “history from
the bottom up.”
Dan Hurley also served as a consultant for the neighborhood history project executed by
Cincinnati’s Bicentennial Commission in the late 1980s. Hurley describes this process as similar to the
Neighborhood Studies Project using the same principles, but a simplified format. In this project each
community group worked together to create a neighborhood history to be mounted on a two-sided panel
in their neighborhood. Each panel included standardized elements including a map and images of
significant buildings. Because of the unified panel design and the shortened timeline for completion,
Hurley described this process as a “boiled down” version of the work he had done with CHS.29 Though
the conditions for this project may have been slightly less than the ideal, the resulting products have
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become a lasting part of Cincinnati’s neighborhood landscapes. In fact, Hyde Park just began raising
funds to have their panels remounted after being lost in storage for several years.30

Neighborhood signs like these in Clifton, Kennedy Heights, and Northside, created by the bicentennial Commission in 1988 can
still be seen throughout the city. Sadly Kenney Heights’ panel is in poor condition.

The examples shared here are designed to illustrate that if a heritage trail component were to be
added to the Wasson Way project, it would be important that neighborhoods and other districts tell their
own stories. This community control would help neighbors feel more connected to the trail and help
bring out users who might not have otherwise felt a part of the trail’s target audience. In particular, this
type of community engagement is important in lower-income neighborhoods like Evanston or Fairfax
where residents might see the creation of the trail as an intrusion or a distraction from more pressing
neighborhood priorities. In his article on History from the Bottom Up, historian Timothy Coogan writes,
“In addressing the problem of writing about the poor and invisible groups in society and the place of
history itself in that context, the social historian Carl Becker nearly a century ago noted that such new
approaches to historical truth meant getting at the "memory of things said and done" in human life and
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thought. In pursuit of such a quest, "everyone," he declared, must be "his own historian."31 Here Coogan
places value on both memory and the keeping of one’s own history--both disparaged by the professional
history establishment--thus highlighting the ways in which telling the hisotry of everyday people may be
different form the work of professional historians. In describing their work on what they call “nearby
history,” historians David Kyvig and Myron Marty wrote, “history also became a tool for stimulating
group pride and distinctiveness, comparing the experiences of different groups, making plans, and settling
expectations.”32 This comparison is most powerful when it also exposes discrepancies in power and lived
experience as a matter of spatial justice.
Public history would be an ideal way to address the differences among the neighborhoods
traversed by the Wasson Way trail, as it allows for the examination of tricky issues like race, gender and
class in a way that invite public participation. Delores Hayden writes that, “recognizing the importance of
race and gender to urban history will ‘escort one to the edge of one’s ignorance’…and launch ‘a constant
process of disorientation and reorientation, taking part in the pleasures, the discomforts, and the conflicts
of discovery.’”33 In other words, urban public history is a way to bring the conflicts of the past (and
present) to light. It is a means by which citizens can expand their understanding of the world around them
and face the discomforts of city life head-on. In the case of Wasson Way, this approach would allow the
less affluent neighborhoods serviced by the trail to explore and celebrate their history on equal footing
with prestigious institutions like Xavier University, and ancient landmarks like the Native American
mounds recently discovered in Mariemont. Moreover, it will allow these more economically humble
communities to explore potentially contentious issues, such as gentrification, institutional land
accumulation, or cultural change over time. Hayden writes, “the politics of identity—however they may
be defined around gender race or neighborhood—are an inescapable and important aspect of dealing with
the urban built environment, from the perspectives of public history, urban preservation, and urban
31
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design”34 and says that, “public space can help to nurture this more profound, subtle, and inclusive sense
of what it means to be an American.”35 While this might sound like a daunting task at first, Hayden
asserts that, “it is possible to enhance social meaning in public spaces with modest expenditures for
projects that are sensitive to all citizens and their diverse heritage, and developed with public processes
that recognize both the cultural and the political importance of place.”36 When geographer Edward Soja
writes:
it is over time that we also create our collective selves, construct the societies and
cultures, polities and economies within which our individual experiences are expressed
and inscribed. Time and its socially produced outcome, history, almost self-evidently
define human development and change, create problems and solutions, motivate,
complicate, expand, and eventually extinguish our being. Although only under
conditions given to us from the past, we make our histories, transform society, move
from tradition to modernity, produce justice and injustice as social attributes, and so
much more,37
he is giving us the key to history and particularizing the necessity for each of us of telling our own stories.
History, as Soja writes, defines human development and change, allows us to transform society and
produce justice. Knowing and sharing our history is a transformative force that must be shared by all
members of a just society. Welcoming the stories, memories, identities, and histories of less affluent
citizens is a just act. To this end, Delores Hayden writes, “identity is intimately tied to memory: both our
personal memories and the collective or social memories interconnected with the histories of our families,
neighbors, fellow workers, and ethnic communities. Urban landscapes are storehouses for these social
memories, because natural features such as hills or harbors, as well as streets, buildings, and patterns of
settlement, frame the lives of many people, and often outlast many lifetimes.”38 While it may seem
daunting, time consuming, and expensive to use a workshop process to draw together a body of historical
knowledge for use on the Wasson Way trail, this important work will have long-lasting impacts on those
involved in the process and will bring a sense of connection and ownership to all districts touched by the
34
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trail. It will make people who now feel left out feel included. It will help silenced voices be heard. It
will bring hidden memories into view. It will save unknown histories on the verge of being forgotten.
While the Wasson Way project and the communities served by it would clearly benefit from a
workshop-based heritage trail, the feasibility of such a project would need to be carefully scrutinized.
Just because something is a good idea and chocked full of benefits does not mean it will find a place in
the multi-million dollar budget of Wasson Way. If a heritage trail is something valuable to the Wasson
Way project, creative funding may be required. Historian Delores Hayden is known for creatively pulling
funding from multiple sources in support of public history. She writes, “it is indeed appropriate to find
new ways to deploy tax dollars in cultural programs that may range from exhibits to the preservation of
historic buildings and landscapes, or the creation of permanent works of public art.”39 Thus, to help push
to possibility such a project becoming a reality, below is a brief summary of some potential funding
sources available to support a workshop-based heritage trail program.
The Ford Foundation: The Ford Foundation makes large grants to non-profit organizations across the
country in a variety program areas. Though their website says that less than 1% of funding requests are
granted in a given year, it would be worthwhile to apply as this organization funded trail signage for the
Alexandria Heritage Trail and because the Wasson Way project meets the foundation’s stated goal of
“promoting metropolitan land use innovation.”40 They write, “The Ford Foundation is committed to
achieving lasting change that transforms people’s lives. Through our grant making, we support innovative
thinkers, leaders and organizations that are working to reduce poverty and injustice and to promote
democratic values, free expression and human achievement. When making grants, we think about long-
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term strategies, knowing that lasting social change requires decades of effort.”41 An innovative justicebased public history program would clearly meet their granting requirements.
Greater Cincinnati Foundation: The Greater Cincinnati Foundation funds organizations and projects in
the Greater Cincinnati area in seven key areas. The average grant given by the foundation is $30,000.42
The Wasson Way Heritage Trail would easily fit within their strong communities category designed to
“Enhance quality of life and strengthen community and civic engagement.”43 Grants are available for
both large capital improvements, such as the design, fabrication and installation of sign panels, and for
smaller projects, such as a specific neighborhood history workshop. In addition, the Greater Cincinnati
Foundation also administers several smaller foundations’ grant giving processes. Of these, a Wasson
Way Heritage Trail would qualify for grants under the constraints of the Thomas J. Emery Memorial and
Andrew Jeurgens Foundation.44
National Trust for Historic Preservation: The National Trust for Historic Preservation (NTHP) gives
grants to organizations across the county for a variety of historic preservation-based projects. They
administer several grant funds including the National Trust Preservation Funds (NTPF). NTPF grants are
small, ranging from $2,500 to $5,000, but fit directly with a Wasson Way heritage trail under the funding
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area “promoting diversity and place.”45 Wasson Way may also qualify for the Johanna Favrot Fund of the
NTHP and Mariemont may qualify for NTHP’s Hart Family Fund for Small Towns.46
Ohio Arts Council: The Ohio Arts Council funds art and cultural projects throughout the State of Ohio.
A Wasson Way heritage trail (especially if it included public art components) could qualify for the Arts
Council’s project support grants. These grants are divided into general project (up to $5,000) and creative
economy (up to $20,000) grants. Each of these areas is then divided into separate grants for planning and
implementation. These grants require a one to one match and creative economy applicants must also be a
part of a community partnership.47
Ohio History Fund: Ohio History Fund grants are made possible by a donation checkbox on Ohio State
tax forms so that the number of grants and amounts awarded vary each year based on how much Ohioans
donate to the fund. The grants are administered by the Ohio Historical Society and were “created to
support the preservation and sharing of Ohio’s heritage by funding local, regional, and statewide projects,
programs, and events related to the broad sweep of the state’s history and prehistory.”48 A workshopbased Wasson Way heritage trail would qualify for these grants under every eligibility category.
Ohio Humanities Council: The Ohio Humanities Council offers several different types of grants
including major grants of $5,001 to $20,000, educator enrichment grants of up to $15,000, cultural and
heritage tourism grants of up to $10,000, and a series of smaller grants for media production, project
planning and other small projects.49 A Wasson Way heritage would qualify under several of these
categories. These grants are administered with the goal of promoting “the humanities through public
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programs, grants, and community projects with the goal of helping individuals and communities explore,
share, and be inspired by the human experience.”50
As the above funding sources show, there are many options for funding a Wasson Way heritage
trail. In fact, when asked, the City of Cincinnati’s project manager for Wasson Way, Mel McVay said
that she would consider interpretive signage an important project and would include funding for the
fabrication and installation of panels in any project funding grants submitted.51 The larger question
though is whether the process of design and fabrication could also embrace a community workshop
process which would mean the development of signage or art installations would take additional time and
might evolve over months or years of community input. If, as Delores Hayden writes, a neighborhood is
“a complex network of social as well as spatial ties,”52 then it stands to reason that it will take time to
unravel and interpret these ties in a way that can help teach trail users new and potentially complicated
lessons about the history of the places they pass through. Hopefully the answer to this question is that the
Wasson Way organization, the City of Cincinnati, and all other stakeholders will see the value in a
community history project and be willing to wait to reap its rewards.
If there is a take-away message from this paper it is not that there should be a heritage trail
created in conjunction with the Wasson Way project. Instead, it is that if a heritage trail project were to
be incorporated into the Wasson Way project, it should not come from the top down. No historian should
be hired to write about the history of the places the trail moves through. If Wasson Way is to be a
unifier—a place than connects people and makes everyone feel valued and included—then members of
the communities along the trail must be empowered to discover and present their own history. In
America, “the power of place—the power of ordinary urban landscapes to nurture citizens’ public
memory, to encompass shared time in the form of shared territory—remains untapped for most working
people’s neighborhoods in most American cities, and for most ethnic history and most women’s history.
50
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The sense of civic identity that shared history can convey is missing.”53 The tapping of this history means
relying on memory, oral history, and other ephemeral sources not always appreciated by the history
establishment. Wasson Way should not be a project for historians, it is a project for the people whose
homes and streets are touched by it. It will not be perfect. Of her work in L.A. Delores Hayden writes,
an interdisciplinary, culturally complex public project of any kind means different things
to different people who engage with it, and I can only try to convey the fullness of energy
and talent contributed by many people over..years of urban work. During these years
there were many ups and downs, and sometimes a sense of accomplishment was possible
only after a good deal of experiment, often with accompanying frustrations.54
It will not be perfect, but it will be theirs. Hopefully by presenting a three-tiered signage program, sample
interpretive trail signage, sample community history workshop projects, and possible funding sources,
this paper will help to bring a community-based public history program to Wasson Way.
Even Henry Ford, the anti-historian, knew that memories matter to people. “Henry Ford was
ignorant, even contemptuous, of traditional ‘history,’ but he instinctively knew that what had happened
nearby, to himself, his ancestors, his neighbors, and to other ordinary people, had shaped their
lives…..Henry Ford realized how rapidly America was changing and how vital the memories of a
disappearing society were to an understanding of the changes.”55 If the creators of Wasson Way want this
new place to matter, it must be rooted in the places that it has been before. It must orient people both to
their lives in the present and to the past of this place.
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